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Leading European bank uses our IMS DC
Connector to deliver microservices into
the cloud in days instead of months
Unparalleled speed enables open banking, multi-channel
presence, and digital transformation

This premier European bank is headquartered in the
Netherlands, with presence in 15 countries and billions of
euros in revenue. Their services and offerings range from
asset management to commercial, investment, private, and
retail banking.
The bank prides itself on being “The bank of the future”—
embracing new technologies in order to help customers bank
faster, easier, and smarter. The bank constantly seeks out
innovative technologies, new channels, and new partners to
join forces with fintech startups. Together, they’re exploring
areas such as open banking, artificial intelligence, blockchain,
circular economy, all in conjunction with their activities
around PSD2 compliance.

The Challenge
An outsourced workforce and slow development times

“The ‘wow
moment’ for us
when working
with OpenLegacy
came when
we exposed a
Swagger API with
account data from
our mainframe.
It only took us a
few hours with
OpenLegacy - it
would have taken
weeks otherwise.”
Chief Information Officer
Premier European Bank

To enable their innovative strategy and
open banking partnerships, the bank
undertook a digital transformation initiative, opening its core systems, which
mainly resided on an IBM z/OS IMS DC
mainframe environment, and unlocking critical functionality and data from
these systems.
The bank’s new CEO wanted to accelerate digital transformation with agile development methods while also deploying all new tools and functionality to an
Amazon Web Services (AWS) cloud infrastructure. However, there were several
technical and organizational challenges
that slowed down implementation.
The bank outsourced almost all of its
IT activities to three vendors—one for
application development, another for
application support and maintenance,
and another for IT infrastructure. The
outsourced workforce consisted of
hundreds of external developers and IT
people, across continents. This meant
that introducing any change or new
functionality was costly and time-consuming because it involved many people
in different countries. The outsourced

development team was also deploying
new software and services on a slow 2-3
month release cycle, and was bogged
down by multiple layers of middleware.
Ultimately, that meant that creating a
new digital service—a microservice API
on top of their legacy backend platform
—took 3-4 months from start to finish.
With hundreds of new services that
needed to be exposed, tested and validated before being deployed into production, this was a complex, resourceheavy process shared between multiple
vendors, which negatively impacted the
quality and speed of the bank’s delivery
organization.
Overall, the timeline and process was
unacceptable from both an operational
perspective, and more importantly, a
time-to-market perspective.
The bank also embarked on a strategy
to reduce dependency on various outsourced teams and associated proprietary processes, instead focusing on
developing in-house knowledge based
on open standard technologies and agile
development methodologies.

The Solution
Directly exposing core mainframe APIs
The bank turned to OpenLegacy to directly expose APIs from the core z/OS Mainframe system.
In the initial project, OpenLegacy created and deployed new microservice APIs encapsulating three core mainframe workflows within a day. The same process would
have taken the outsourced team months. Creating the initial API would have taken
a few weeks of manual work, and even then it would not have been a consumable
API that can be deployed in production. It would have needed testing, deployment, and integration with all the bank’s infrastructure and middleware to make
it production-ready. Because of the middleware-laden setup and the bank’s slow
software deployment cycle, the process would have taken 3-4 months.

About
OpenLegacy
OpenLegacy accelerates
delivery of innovative
digital services from
legacy systems in days
or weeks versus months.
Our microservices-based
API integration and
management software

In contrast, the process of creating APIs with OpenLegacy is fully automated—
from the back-end connectivity, which is done seamlessly through OpenLegacy’s
Mainframe Connectivity capabilities for the IMS DC without any middleware, to
the unified development platform which allows design, deployment, and management of all APIs.
With its open standards architecture, OpenLegacy has proven on countless occasions to have the ability to quickly and seamlessly create standard integration
connectors to various legacy backend platforms. The IMS DC connector, along
with OpenLegacy’s CICS COMMAREA and CTG connectors, enables direct and
rapid microservice capabilities to virtually any mainframe environment.

reduces manual effort by
automating API creation,
simplifies the process
by avoiding layers of
complexity, and improves
staff efficiency and
API performance. Our
software directly accesses
and extends business
logic to web, mobile or
cloud innovations in the
form of Java objects,
REST APIs or SOAP. Most
importantly, this process
is not only fast, easy and
secure, but also does not
require special staff skills
or changes to existing
systems or architecture.
Together, business and
IT teams can quickly,
easily and securely meet
consumer, partner or
employee demands for
digital services without
altering or replacing

The Results
Speed as a digital transformation enabler
OpenLegacy helped deploy microservice APIs in days versus months, facilitated agile development and enabled
cultural change across the organization. The bank’s business leaders can
have their “wish list” implemented
quickly, paving the way to new partnerships and growth opportunities. They
don’t need to wait for months, instead
they can keep enhancing the experience for their customers and partners.
Unlimited flexibility in API design and
deployment enabled agile development and fast knowledge transfer.
OpenLegacy’s technology is built on
open standards and technologies.
There’s no dependency on “black
boxes” or middleware, and the required skill set for developers includes

standard technologies like Java. When
OpenLegacy started training in-house
and outsourced bank developers on
using its tools, it only took three days
of training to get them up to speed
and self-sufficient. OpenLegacy’s cloud
solution provides the bank secure,
managed, scalable and robust cloud
APIs and deployment to Amazon AWS
within an extremely short timeframe.
OpenLegacy’s innovative API technology and microservices allowed this
company to modernize its portal and
provide dynamic and efficient tools
to aid vital HR activities, all without
expensive middleware and lengthy
employee training.

core systems. Learn why
leading companies choose
OpenLegacy at
www.openlegacy.com.
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